Abstract-This paper introduces a new multi-purpose image watermarking algorithm which based on a hybrid of lifting wavelet transform (LWT) and Arnold transform for copyright protection and image authentication. In the proposed scheme, the original image is first decomposed by LWT into four subbands. Then the robust watermark which is a binary logo image is decomposed by Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) as such only the high frequency subband of the watermark are embedded in the low frequency subband of the original image. The fragile watermark is block wise self-generated from the original image and scrambled using Arnold transform which is later embedded in the spatial domain of the robust watermarked image. Self-generated fragile watermark supports self-authentication with high localization, whereas scrambling the fragile watermark increases the security of the algorithm. On the other hand, the lifting scheme approaches have almost one half the amounts of operations compared to the DWT based approaches.
INTRODUCTION
With the huge applications of digital media particularly via the internet, digital images are increasingly exposed to a number of threats such as unauthorized duplications and content tampering [1] , [2] . This in turns, give rise to the need for digital watermarking techniques in order to provide effective detection mechanisms for copyright protection and image authentication. For such purpose, the embedded watermark used for copyright protection must be robust and resistive towards deliberate attacks. However, conventional watermarks for copyright protection are often incapable of media tampering detection, which makes them ineffective for content authentication [3] .
Watermarks which are used for tampering detection do not require the same robustness level as those used for copyright protection. This is mainly because it needs the ability to detect even the slightest modification to the media. The two contradictory requirements are a great challenge in designing a multi-purpose watermarking algorithm. Therefore, based on this, most digital watermarking systems perform a single task, either for copyright protection or tampering detection. This limitation has resulted in the introduction of multi-purpose or otherwise known as multifunction watermarking algorithms, with the prime objective of simultaneously achieving both goals. Research in this domain has attracted tremendous interest in recent years, mainly due to its challenging nature in effectively satisfying both aims without degrading one another for high-valued applications such as military satellite imaging applications [4] etc.
Several multi-purpose watermarking algorithms have been presented in recent years. A number of which are based on Fourier transform [5] or discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [6] or others have employed both domains to compensate the drawback 2016 Al-Sadeq International Conference on Multidisciplinary in IT and Communication Science and Applications (AIC-MITCSA) -IRAQ (9-10) May of each other [4] , [7] . In addition, several algorithms based on vector quantization (VQ) [7] , [8] which require a code book to be transmitted from encoder to decoder. This increases the computational complexity of the algorithm [9] which may not be desirable. According to the fragile watermark, multi-purpose algorithms employed either pixel wise or block wise watermarks [10] . The pixel wise method is simple, fast and suited for real time applications. However, pixel-wise techniques are unsecure because the pixel can handle only a limited number of discrete values, resulting block-wise is a better solution [9] . In this paper, a multi-purpose watermarking scheme is introduced based on hybrid of LWT and Arnold transform. Using LWT in robust watermarking system insures the perfect reconstruction of the embedded watermark. While scrambling the fragile watermark improves the security of the algorithm. In addition, the embedded fragile watermark is block wise derived from the image itself which makes the algorithm to detect any manipulation with high localization.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows: section II presents the theory of the proposed algorithm while sections III and IV describe the procedure of embedding and decoding the dual watermarks respectively. Section V describes the experimental results, whereas the summary and the conclusion are elaborated in section VI.
II. THE PROPOSED SCHEME THEORY
In this paper, a novel multi-purpose watermarking algorithm for images is proposed based on LWT and Arnold transform. Both the robust and fragile watermarks are preprocessed for the security purposes. The robust watermark which is a binary image logo is firstly decomposed by DWT. Then only the high frequency sub-band (HH) of the robust watermark is selected to create the impact of the imperceptibility of the watermarked image. On the other hand, the fragile watermark which is in a block wise form is self-derived from the image is scrambled using Arnold transform. Scrambling the information before the concealment makes the data disordered and unsystematic and hence the transmission will be more secure [11] . The host image is decomposed by means of LWT and only its low frequency sub-band (LL) is selected to include the robust watermark as it is more robust to noise and JPEG attacks [4] . LWT is a flexible and a simple algorithm, which makes it efficient and suitable for parallel processing [12] .
The embedding process of fragile watermark only begins after the robust watermark has been encoded into the image. The scrambled fragile watermark is scattered over the Least Significant Bits (LSB ) of the whole image unlike other block wise approaches which embed the fragile watermark into the same block.
A. Lifting Wavelet Transform
An approach called Lifting Scheme (LS), which is based on a discrete wavelet transform (DWT), is used to implement integer wavelet transform (IWT). Perfect reconstruction of the embedded watermark is ensured by LS, and it can also efficiently implement DWT [13] . By making use of the redundancy between low-pass and high-pass filters, perfect reconstruction is made possible. Fig. 1 illustrates the three steps used in LS: Splitting, Prediction, and Update. A lazy wavelet is used to split the input data into even and odd indexed samples convolve with the lifting filter. The result from this process is then subtracted from the odd samples [15] .
B. Arnold Transform
Arnold transform is one of the famous algorithms that encrypt the image. Any image is represented in terms of two dimensional matrix in which the number of rows and columns represents the number of pixel for both the height and width of the image respectively. For a digital image with a size of N N, Arnold transform of the pixel coordinates (x, y) is [16] :
where , {0,1, . . − 1}
The iterative expression of the Arnold transform is shown in equation (2) Transformed image can be retrieved easily by applying inverse Arnold transform.
III. WATERMARK EMBEDDING PROCESS
The embedding process comprises of two stages as depicted in Fig. (2) :
A. The Robust Watermark Embedding
Step 1: first, LWT is used to decompose the cover image I of size N × N into four subbands; LL, LH, HL, and HH. In this work only low frequency coefficients (LL) is used to embed the robust watermark as in [17] .
Step 2: The robust watermark Wr is a binary image logo of size M×M (where M < N) is firstly iterated to fit the original image size.
Step 3: The iterated watermark is then decomposed into four subbands; LLr, LHr, HLr and HHr by means of wavelet transform. The high frequency coefficients (HHr) are chosen to be embedded into the lower subband of the decomposed original image as in the following equation:
where:
is the lower subband of the cover image after adding the watermark.
: is the watermark strength used to control the imperceptibility of the watermarked image.
T : is the threshold for making the embedding and detection decisions.
Step 4: The inverse lifting wavelet transform is used to obtain the robust watermarked image.
B. The Fragile Watermark Embedding
Embedding the fragile watermark W f is performed after the robust watermark as follows:
Step 1: The fragile watermark is a block wise of size (b × b) is derived from the robust watermarked image.
Step 2: The grayscale block is changed into the binary scale by mapping 0 to 255 into 0 and 1. 
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Step 3: The binary scale block is then scrambled by means of Arnold transform.
Step 4: The scrambled fragile watermark is scattered over the Least Significant Bits (LSB ) of the whole robust watermarked image to produce dual robust and fragile watermarked image.
For imperceptibility evaluation of the watermarked image, the Peak Signal to Noise ratio is calculated between the watermarked image I' and the original image I according to the following equation:
where M and N are the dimensions of the image.
IV. WATERMARK DETECTION PROCESS
For image authentication, the fragile watermark is first detected as in the following steps:
Step 1: The scrambled fragile watermark is firstly extracted from the LSB of the watermarked image by applying the inverse procedure of the scattering embedding one.
Step 2: Unscrambling the extracted fragile watermark using inverse Arnold transform will produce a binary scale block.
Step 3: The binary block is scaled from binary to gray scale.
Step 4: The resulted gray scale block of size (16 x16) represents the extracted fragile watermark W' f
Step 5: By having two versions of fragile watermark;
W f and W' f , the tamper detection matrix can be defined as in Equation (5 For copyright protection purpose, the robust watermark is then extracted. To extract the robust watermark, the inverse procedure of the embedding one is applied as in the following :
Step 1: The lifting wavelet transform is applied to both the dual watermarked image and the original cover image.
Step 2: By using Equation (6), the diagonal subband of the watermarked image is extracted:
Step 3: To extract the robust watermark image W' r , inverse DWT (IDWT) is applied to the diagonal subband with the other remaining subbands of the robust watermark . respectively is:
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been evaluated by selecting Lena, Baboon and Boat as the original images of size 512x512 with 8 bits/ pixel resolution. The robust watermark is a binary logo of size 128x128. These images are selected to have a fair comparison with the technique proposed by Zhu and Hu [9] which utilized the same data. The threshold T is set to 150 while the watermark strength α is set to 0.03. The block size of the derived fragile watermark is 16×16 pixels. The binary block is scrambled using Arnold transform and the two watermarks are added to Lena. The attained PSNR value of the dual watermarked image is 50.01 dB while for the work proposed in [9] was 39.57 dB. Fig. 3 (a) -(h) depicts the results : the original cover image, the robust watermark image, the fragile watermark block, the scrambled watermark, the robust watermarked image, the dual watermarked image, the extracted robust watermark and the detection matrix W D ( under no attack).
It can be observed from the results that the extracted robust watermark is fully detected and the tampering detection matrix W D =0 in the case of no attack. The watermarked image is tested against several attacks to evaluate the algorithm performance. As a result, the roust watermark is still detectable with high similarity with the original watermark and the fragile watermark is fully destroyed and this is the main goal of adding fragile watermark to be sensitive against such attacks in order to detect minor tampering. Table I depicts the values of NHS of the robust watermark in comparison with the NHS values of the algorithm proposed in [9] . From the results it is obvious that the robustness of the proposed scheme in this paper has outperformed the work in [9] .
To prove the ability of the algorithm in detecting any tampering, a small area of watermarked Lena image is tampered by removing the clasp on the hat as shown in Fig. 5 a. the tampered area is detected in Fig. 5 b. 
VI. CONCLUSION
A multi-purpose image watermarking scheme has been proposed in this paper for copyright protection and image authentication. The scheme is based on LWT and Arnold transform. From the experimental results, it has been demonstrated that the proposed scheme can achieve copyright protection by detecting the robust watermark and image authentication as well by using the tamper detection matrix. The algorithm has many significant properties, one of them is that the fragile watermark does not effect on the robustness of the algorithm because the fragile watermark is embedded in the LSB of the image and the robust watermark is embedded in significant sub band. In addition, the algorithm allows hiding high capacity robust watermark which equal to half the cover image because of using LWT. 
